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ECO3211 Chinese Economy CRN380

China today is in a process of remarkable economic and social transformation. In this course, the 

theoretical economic analysis will be combined with empirical data and case studies. Students will 

be offered an analytical framework for understanding the emergence of China as a super economic 

power in the past three decades as well as its major challenges lying ahead. 

ECO3218 Development Economics CRN383

This course focuses on the microeconomics and empirical analysis of economic development. After 

introducing what poverty and poverty trap are, we will acquire basic research and empirical methods 

commonly used among economists in studying development. We will then study the cause of 

poverty and the path to economic development at individual, household and local levels. 

ECO4101 Economics of Law CRN385

This course introduces students to the economic analysis of law and legal institutions. The course 

will also cover aspects of the law which are important to the maintenance of smooth functioning of 

markets and public order, and examine the social and economic costs they involve.

ECO4306 International Finance CRN390

Today’s financial markets are truly global in nature. This course attempts to cover the practical 

issues of international finance and summarises the current literature with only elementary math as a 

prerequisite. The practical questions include, but are not limit to, where to borrow and invest 

internationally, what different types of international bonds and stocks can be used to raise capital, 

how exchange rates affect cash flows and etc. 

SSC2114 Calculus CRN718

The course covers both differential calculus and integral calculus.  It will discuss basic derivatives 

and integration techniques with one variable as well that with more than one variable functions. 

Applications to economics, social sciences, managerial sciences, etc. will be covered.

SSC4207 International Political Economy CRN732

The purpose of this course is to provide a rigorous, hands-on introduction to the science (some 

would say art) of investing in marketable securities in global financial markets. It begins by 

discussing the contemporary investment environment including institutional aspects, and market 

efficiency. 
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